


The Farm be located in the city of Monte Sião, southern Minas Gerais, 
has more than two decades of tradition in the art of cultivate coffee 
with high quality.

With approximately a Million of specie the Arabia beans with lineages 
New World, Catuia and Bourbon.

After harvest, there is a washing and sorting process that separates the 
ripe grains from the green and dry grains. After the excess water is
removed, the beans go through a drying process in the sun, in 
greenhouses and yard.

After drying, which lasts an average of seven days, the beans are stored 
in wood bins for approximately six months to ripen and enhance flavor.

The coffee pass, grain by grain, in two machines in the beneficiation 
process. The first machine peels the fruit and classify the by the size of
the grain. The second machine is an electronic machine with sensors
that detect micro defects and separate imperfect fruits. So far was the 
process of the green coffee treatment

After the Beneficiation the coffee goes through a roasting process, 
closely monitored by a specialist. Roast is a process that requires close 
attention due to the variance of the temperature of the roaster that 
varies according to humidity and climate. 

The Coffee



Arabic bean

Gourmet characteristic

18% essential oil

8% Sugar

1.5% of caffeine

Catuia, Bourbon und New World

Beans with 85 points

The Gourmet Beans



The Special Gourmet 
Coffee
500g und 250g

Beans and Ground



The Traditional Fine Beans

Arabic Beans

Color medium brown

Roasting point medium light

The sieve over 15

Bóia

Beans with 65 points



Traditional Fine 
Coffee | Origin Superior

500g Ground

1Kg Beans



Die Traditionelle Bohne

Arabic Beans

Color Dark brown

Roasting point medium

The sieve over 15

Bóia

Bohne mit 55 punkten



Der Traditionell
Kaffee

1kg Beans



Die Traditionelle Bohne

Arabic Beans

Color Dark brown

Roasting points Traditional 55

Roasting points Strongly 45

The sieve 14

Bóia



Der Traditionell
Kaffee

500g Beans and Ground



Private Label

Our Special Gourmet and Traditional Coffee can be with
their Brand, Through the Private Label Project, we can
elaborate the packing inside their characteristics,
streaming the essence that our Coffee own. Thereby we
offer the best to the Clients and our Private Label Project
is developed inside of grounded strategies.

. High Quality of Raw Material;

. We ensure of the better Cost x Benefit;

. The Advantage Competitive, that carry of the complete 
excellence from the our structure, besides It contain the 
better products not only on the Special Gourmet Coffee 
as the Traditional Coffee too.

Therefore we believe, that Private Label can be a 
strategic choos, that become a excellent opportunity.





www.fazendasantalucia.com.br

The Coffee are export from Brazil for Gold
Trade Importação e Exportação Ltda. The
Trade is a Company bei Fazenda Santa Lúcia.

Hohenstaufenring 62
50674, Köln, NRW, Deutschland

WBM International Group represent the Santa 
Lúcia Farm in Deutschland and Europe.

www.wbminternationalgroup.de
www.wbmsalespartner.de
www.wbmconsulting.de

+ 49 221 669 583 29

santaluciabauernhof@wbmsalespartner.de
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